Band 1 Status for Camilleri Preziosi - Chambers & Partners
Camilleri Preziosi has yet again been rated by Chambers and Partners, an
international independent legal directory, as one of the leading law firms in Malta.
Camilleri Preziosi was awarded band 1 status, being the highest score, for
Corporate/Commercial and band 2 for Financial Services. On an individual lawyer
level with two partners ranked in band 1 for corporate and commercial work whilst
one partner ranked in band 1 for financial services work. The firm has been topping
the charts consistently in all the major legal directories, namely Chambers &
Partners, Legal500 and IFLR1000.
Chambers and Partners has an extensive research team gathering information from
legal firm submissions, client and peer interviews from which the ranking originates.
Louis de Gabriele, senior Partner at Camilleri Preziosi, was pleased with the results:
“Of course we are pleased to receive this recognition from a reputable directory like
Chambers & Partners. We have been receiving this level of recognition from all the
major legal directories consistently year after year, as we continue to pursue a client
centric strategy and improving our service levels to clients. ”.
At a glance, please find below extracts from Chambers Global 2013:
Corporate/Commercial, Malta: BAND 1
Louis de Gabriele is held in high regard by both clients and peers. His broad practice
covers M&A, banking and tax, allowing him exceptional insight into all types of
corporate/commercial work.
Sources are quick to praise Henri Mizzi for his technical understanding and
negotiation skills: "He has a fantastic legal mind and can unite both parties in
negotiations."
Laragh Cassar is picked out for her hard-working and dedicated approach. She is
particularly active in commercial work related to investment funds.
Malcolm Falzon recently made partner at the firm and peers say: "He has the
potential to grow and grow."
"Rising star" Donald Vella impresses clients with a broad skill set that covers
corporate and tax law.
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Financial Services, Malta: BAND 2
A popular figure in both banking and capital markets, Louis de Gabriele draws praise
from all quarters. "He has a very strategic mind and is great in negotiations. He's one
of the top lawyers in Malta," report sources. He has been ranked in band 1 for
financial services as an individual lawyer.
Laragh Cassar wins acclaim for her dedicated work ethic and commercial
awareness: "She understands our business very well and is very good at pulling all the
necessary documents together."
Lawyer in BAND 1:
Louis de Gabriele

Please click here to access the Chambers Global 2013 ranking for Malta.
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